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Stamped Heavy Metal Garage Cabinets 

China garage cabinet manufacturer CYJY proudly launch stamped heavy metal garage 

cabinets，It has rail slides ensure that the cabinets open and close smoothly, without any 

hassle or resistance. This feature makes it easy to access your belongings whenever you 

need to and ensures that the doors close securely when you're finished. The cabinet set 

is also finished with a durable powder coating. This finish helps protect the cabinets from 

scratches, dings, and other forms of wear and tear. 

 

Stamped heavy metal garage cabinets the powder coating gives the cabinets a sleek and 

stylish appearance that looks great in any garage or workshop space. The main body of 

the cabinets is made from cold rolling steel. This material is incredibly strong and sturdy, 

ensuring that the cabinets can withstand the weight of even your heaviest tools and 

equipment. It's also highly resistant to corrosion, so you can rest assured that your 

cabinets will last for years to come. In terms of storage space, stamped heavy metal 

garage cabinets has plenty to offer. The cabinets come in a variety of sizes and 

configurations, including wall cabinets, base cabinets, and a rolling tool cabinet. 

Each cabinet can be adjust , allowing you to customize the storage space to your exact 

needs. If you're someone who's always struggling to find space to store your belongings 

in your garage or workshop, stamped heavy metal garage cabinets is the perfect 

solution. With its durable construction, smooth sliding rail slides, and ample storage 

space, stamped heavy metal garage cabinets is sure to transform your storage situation 

and make your space more organized and functional. 

 

Stamped Heavy Metal Garage 

Cabinets 

Customized garage cabinet manufacturer CYJY 

proudly launch stamped heavy metal garage 

cabinets, It is the final solution for organizing and 

storing your garage belongings. This set of cabinets 

is perfect for anyone in need of additional storage 

space in their garage or workshop. One of the key 

selling points for this cabinet set is the steel ball 

bearing rail slides with detent. 
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Stamped Heavy Metal Garage Cabinets Details: 

Steel thickness 18gauge/1.2mm 

Lock KEY lock 

Color BLACK/BLUE/RED/GRAY/ORANGE 

Handle Aluminum 

Material: Cold rolled steel 

Top MDF/STAINLESS 

adjustable feet Yes 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools, files, home or office supplies 

Finished Powder coated 
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Product Feature And Application 

Our industrial stamped heavy metal garage cabinets are expertly designed to meet all of 

your tool storage needs. As you consider purchasing a stamped heavy metal garage 

cabinets with drawers, we recommend using your largest and heaviest tools as the 

benchmark for measurement. This will help you to evaluate each stamped heavy metal 

garage cabinets with drawers based on your needs and preferences. We've provided 

comprehensive diagrams outlining the dimensions, drawer sizes, and weight capacities 

of our workbenches, ensuring that you can make an informed decision that best suits 

your needs. To ensure your peace of mind, we've incorporated enhanced security 

features such as fully encased backs and bottoms, along with drawer locks. These 

features are particularly important for those who use their workbench in a professional 

setting or on construction sites. You'll also appreciate the mobility facilitated by our 

heavy-duty caster sets, which allow you to quickly and easily move your workspace or 

garage cabinet if necessary. All of these features work together to produce an 

exceptional quality of metal garage cabinets, positioning our products as some of the 

most superior available in the market. If you require a customized stamped heavy metal 

garage cabinets for your personal or business needs, we're excited to assist you with that 

as well. 

We understand the importance of a durable and reliable workstation. To ensure that your 

stamped heavy metal garage cabinets is capable of handling even the toughest tasks, we 

use only the strongest materials for our metal worktables with storage. Every one of our 

workbenches is built with a sturdy steel top, eliminating the need for weaker wooden 

alternatives. With our top-quality materials and expert craftsmanship, you can rest 

assured that our products are built to last. 
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Our company is the fixed point factory to 

domestic\Japan\America\and Europe etc 

 
 

FAQ 

Q:What are the pros and cons of stamped heavy metal garage cabinets ? 

A:Often stainless steel, metal cabinets are available in a variety of shiny and brushed 

metals. Pros: Unaffected by heat or humidity. Durable and stain-resistant. Cons: Costly 

and scratch and dent prone—and tend to show fingerprints prominently. 

 

Q:How do you secure stamped heavy metal garage cabinets ? 

A:Steps to Mounting Stamped Heavy Metal Garage Cabinets 

Drill a hole half an inch wide to insert a toggle bolt. Please keep in mind that it is 

important to drill accurately, as many metal studs are quite small (approximately 1.25 

inches wide). 
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Insert the toggle bolt and attach a cabinet mount 

Attach your cabinet to the wall. 

 


